Part II The Basics of Japan’s Defense Policy and Build-up of Defense Capability

1 Major Matters Related to Building Up the Defense Force in FY2011

Reference
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1

Cost reduction sum = initial necessities (theoretical value prior to implementation of efficiency measures) – actual sum
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Classification
1. Effective deterrence
and response

Major Projects
In order to conduct information collection as well as warning and surveillance activities constantly and continuously in nearby waters,
and to develop early detection systems for various phenomenon, carry out research and investigations into the construction of
submarines, development of next-generation warning control radar devices, and unmanned aircraft
In order to respond to various situations at Japan’s offshore islands, and to develop the necessary systems for information collection,
warning and surveillance, speedy deployment and response, air defense and securing the safety of marine transportation, carry
out investigations on unit deployment, etc. in the Southwestern region, carry out SDF joint exercises, acquire next-generation
transportation aircraft, carry out investigations to select next-generation fighters, and acquire minesweeping and transportation
helicopters.
In order to strengthen effective responsiveness toward cyber attacks, make efforts to develop readiness systems for the restructuring
of cyber defense specialist units, and to enhance and strengthen systems,
In order to strengthen effective responsiveness toward attacks by terrorist and guerilla troops, special-type weapons (NBC weapons),
and large-scale or special-type disasters, make efforts to enhance the various equipment and training programs, such as by
developing new multi-purpose helicopters and NBC patrol vehicles, and by conducting cooperative relocation exercises.
In order to take full precautions against ballistic missile attacks, continue to conduct joint development of BMD advanced interceptor
missiles with the United States, and promote additional development of PAC-3.
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2. Further stabilize the
security environment
in the Asia Pacific
region

Engage in defense cooperation, exchanges and dialogues such as participation in Pacific Partnership 2011 under efforts by the expanded
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting toward defense cooperation and exchange among countries, in order to contribute to stable regional security
environment and order in the Asia Pacific region.

3. Improve global
security environment

Participate in anti-terrorist activities and PKO, proactively participate in cooperative international activities aimed at responding to the
problem of proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, and at the same time expand global defense exchanges and cooperation. In
addition, strengthen the SDF’s base of international activities, such as preparing equipment related to international activities.

4. Efforts toward
structural reform of
defense capability

At the “Committee to Promote Structural Reform for Enhancing the Effectiveness of Defense” 1, reviews are being carried out on
enhancing the effectiveness of unified SDF operations, and on the organization, composition, personnel, work, and resource allocation for
contributing to the buildup of active defense capability. To this end, research and investigations are being conducted.

5. Space and
information
communicationsrelated projects

Implement various measures, such as the improvement of X-band satellite communication functions, to promote use of space in the
defense field, and to enhance information communications functions.

6. Efforts toward
transference of use
to the private sector,
for future fighter
research and SDFdeveloped aircraft

Taking into consideration the “Interim Summary of Discussions on the Production and Technological Foundations for Fighters” 2, other
than measures to ensure the operation ability and safety of fighters, strategic reviews are being implemented for future fighters from
the medium to long-term perspective. In order to contribute to the maintenance and enhancement of production and technological
foundations for fighters, and to the reduction of fighter-related costs, reviews are being advanced for the transference of MOD-developed
fighters to the private sector.

7. Restructuringrelated projects
and the creation of
organizations

Further advance efficiency and rationalization through such efforts as concentrated purchasing and reforming general personnel expenses

8. Strengthen education
and research
systems

Promote measures to strengthen education and research at the National Institute for Defense Studies, the National Defense Academy of
Japan, the National Defense Medical College, etc., and make efforts to develop an environment to allow personnel to concentrate on their
work, as well as to enhance the various health measures.

9. Efforts towards U.S.
Forces realignment

In order to proceed steadily with the U.S. Forces realignment, implement measures such as those related to the transfer of U.S. Marine
Corps units from Okinawa to Guam

10. Efforts towards U.S.
Forces realignment

Steadily implement measures around bases to promote harmony between defense facilities and surrounding areas. Promote measures for
smooth and effective stationing of U.S. Forces in Japan.

11. Efforts toward
greater efficiency,
etc.

Various efforts are taken in order to achieve further rationalization and efficiency as well as further ensure fairness in procurement for
overall operations, such as the acquisition of supplies and equipment, to reflect the outcome in budget screening and administrative
project reviews, as well as to enhance the efficiency of budget implementation in the Ministry of Defense.

Notes: 1. Refer to Section 2.
2. Refer to III, Chapter 4-2-1.
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2 Background to the Formulation of the Budget

Item

WG conclusion

To conduct a fundamental review, and
to significantly reduce the number of
personnel in charge of recruitment work

To defer for the budget for the following fiscal
year

To be reviewed

Reduction in number of personnel in
charge of recruitment by 86.

While deferring the expenses for publicizing
recruitment, which had been a particularly
contested topic, expenses required for the
heads of local governments to continue
recruitment activities will continue to be
budgeted under legally entrusted administrative
work (such as test announcements).

Currently, the Ministry is reviewing improvement
measures, etc. to evaluate if the role of the
Academy matches to the needs of the SDF and the
expectations of the people and the times, with an
eye to the reform of the Academy scheduled for the
end of April 2011. Review is being carried out in
tandem with a review of the contents highlighted
in the budget screening, so these contents are not
reflected in the FY2011 budget.

Toward a New Defense System

(2) Expenses for commissioning of recruiting
work to local public organizations

Chapter 3

2

Costs required for education in the National
Defense Academy in Japan

Project

Reflection in
the FY2011
draft budget

1

Recruitment of SDF personnel, etc.
(1) Expenses required for recruitment of
SDF personnel, etc.

The process by which government agencies ascertain the facts on the ground regarding the recipients of budget expenditure and the uses of the funds, etc., inspect their own programs,
including through a public process with external experts, and reflect the results in the implementation of the programs, budget requests, etc.
In scrutinizing of public projects, issues such as “What are the points?” in the formulation of the budget and “What is the order of priorities of the budget?” are put under public scrutiny
through the holding of debates in public forums regarding the necessity of the current budget and the current state of budget implementation. For more details about the scrutinizing of
public projects by the Government Revitalization Unit, please see the following link: <http://www.cao.go.jp/gyouseisasshin/contents/01/shiwake.html>.
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Fig. II-3-3-3
Ministry of Defense projects that have been criticized as not sufficiently reflecting past budget screening outcomes
in FY2011 budget requests
Project
Outcome of
budget screening

Criticisms

Requests for increase in the number of SDF regular personnel
Outcome of evaluation: To defer for the budget for the following year

Outcome of evaluation: To reduce budget (outsource to the private
sector, including collection of entrance fees)

Although the Ministry of Defense is in the midst of a period of reducing
the number of regular personnel, it has fallen significantly short of its
target personnel reduction figure, which was already originally set at a
lower level than that of other ministries and agencies.
In addition, concrete measures toward reducing the number of
personnel, such as transferring personnel from back-end units or
expanding outsourcing of back-end units, and streamlining and
increasing efficiency of work, are not apparent

With regard to large-scale publicity facilities, from November 2010,
for the time being, entrance fees have been collected under the
Government’s jurisdiction as a trial measure. From FY2011, reviews
will be undertaken with the aim of outsourcing work, including the
collection of entrance fees, to the private sector.
Despite the total costs of 5.7 billion yen related to personnel costs, etc.
for more than 1,100 members in the Central Band, there are no plans
to impose the sale of tickets on music festivals.

To defer for the budget for the following year

With regard to large-scale publicity facilities, in order to cut costs
related to maintaining and operating the facilities, reviews are currently
being carried out to come up with appropriate measures, taking into
consideration cooperation with the private sector. With regard to the
FY2011 budget, a portion of maintenance fees for display equipment
is not included.
With regard to music festivals, although tickets will not be sold,
reviews will continue toward the partial implementation of ticketing
systems for the concerts of other music units. These have been
included in the FY2011 budget.

Reflection in the
FY2011 draft
budget

Fig. II-3-3-4
Budget Appropriation for Projects Recorded under
the “Special Budget for the Revitalization of Japan”
Unit: 100 million yen
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Project

Assessment

Sum
requested

Costs related to U.S.
Forces stationed in Japan

A

1,859

1,858

1

Costs related to ballistic
missile defense (BMD)

B

1,166

1,080

87

Fuel costs (operation,
training)

B

989

932

57

03 type medium-range
surface-to-air missile

C

413

399

14

Equipment testing

C

224

223

2

Loans for satellite
functions required for SDF
operations

A

61

61

0

Costs for maintaining
government aircraft (JAL)

C

41

17

24

Projects to support
capacity building

D

1

0

1

4,755

4,569

185

Total

Sum
appropriated

Difference

Note: The total figure refers to amount expended.
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SDF publicity projects (large-scale publicity facilities, event publicity)
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